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Paul Rickard: 

Hello, and welcome to our April Switzer Report webinar. I'm Paul Rickard and I'm joined today by Emma 
Fisher. Emma's from Airlie Funds Management, she's the portfolio manager and head of research. 
Emma, welcome to your first Switzer Report webinar. 

Emma Fisher: 

It is my first. Thanks so much, Paul. Happy to be here. 

Paul Rickard: 

Great to have you here. Of course, Airlie is part of the Magellan Group and your fund is the Airlie 
Australian Share Fund, yeah? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, that's right. 

Paul Rickard: 

And you manage that, and you're also the research manager. So- 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, so wearing a few hats. 

Paul Rickard: 

Wearing a few hats. So you're going to be full guru on a lot of the- 

Emma Fisher: 
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Hopefully. 

Paul Rickard: 

... major Australian shares, and we'll look forward to your insights in a couple of minutes. Just before we 
start the webinar or we get moving, a couple of important things. That slide, although it's the usual slide, 
it is important because what it actually says is, we don't know anything about your particular 
circumstances, financial objectives, or individual needs. So before acting on anything we say, you really 
should make sure that what we've said is suitable, and you should do that I believe, by seeking 
appropriate professional advice. 

Paul Rickard: 

So while we think we're going to give you some brilliant financial information, education, what we say 
may not be suitable for you, and you really shouldn't act on it without getting the appropriate advice. So 
it's a really important disclaimer upfront. 

Paul Rickard: 

Now, just on some housekeeping matters, this is a live interactive webinar, we've got a lot of questions 
already from you that we'll get to shortly. But of course, you can ask questions throughout the webinar. 
Two ways to do that. Firstly, is to click on the raise your hand icon, and that assumes that you've got a 
microphone on your laptop which most people do. When requested, we'll ask you to unmute yourself, 
and so you can ask the question directly and live into the webinar. So that's our preferred way of 
communication. 

Paul Rickard: 

But if you're not happy to do that, the other way is, you can just click on the Q&A button, also at the 
bottom of your screen, type in the question, that'll come up here and I'll read out your question as we 
go. So that's the important parts in terms of being able to participate live. But because we have a 
number of questions that have already come in, I will get to those shortly. 

Paul Rickard: 

One final point, we like to keep this exactly to an hour, we know that many of you have got other 
commitments. And so it's just after 12:30 PM Eastern Standard Time, Eastern Standard summer time, 
and I think daylight saving ends on the weekend, which is good news I guess in part. 

Emma Fisher: 

It's the best day of the year, you get an extra hour on your weekend. 

Paul Rickard: 

You get an extra hour. And for those of you who are in WA and in Queensland, it means that you'll be a 
little bit closer to the eastern sea border in time difference, but we'll finish at no later than 1:30 PM 
Eastern Standard summer time. 
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Paul Rickard: 

So as we always do, Emma, we just like to have a quick recap on what happened in March, and get some 
observations from you. We might just start at the overall schematic, which is the market added 1.8% in 
price terms, 2.4% with dividends thrown in, up 4.3% year-to-date. I guess the interesting part there is, 
the top part of the market is doing a lot better than the bottom part of the market. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah look, I think what happened in March was, we saw a continuation of the market digesting the 
strength of reporting season. In all the time that I've looked at markets, I've actually never seen a 
reporting season with so many, I guess earnings beats across the board as we saw. What was interesting 
about February was, a lot of it was coming from cost control, and there was still a level of conservatism 
coming out of a lot of company's guidance commentary, so that was reflected in lower capex, ongoing 
focus on costs. 

Emma Fisher: 

And what that meant was, free cashflow coming out of most companies in the ASX was very, very 
strong. So that's setting up a really attractive dividend profile for the remainder of the year, and I think 
we actually didn't really see the market doing much in February, and I think it's really been a digestion of 
that strength across the board in March. 

Emma Fisher: 

And to your point about the large caps moving, I think what's been really interesting about this reporting 
season is, you've seen upgrades for industrials, but you've also seen upgrades for the banks which have 
been missing for years, and commodity stocks. So to have that strength across the board was really 
unusual, and it really does skew things towards the large cap names. 
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Paul Rickard: 

It was a funny reporting, we'll come to banks and the commodity stocks in just one tick, and that'll bring 
home what you just said, but it was a funny reporting in the sense that, often stocks that report well do 
well afterwards, and stocks that report badly do pretty badly afterwards. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

It didn't seem to work out that way. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

We had some good companies report well- 

Emma Fisher: 

Absolutely. 

Paul Rickard: 

... and the market sort of- 

Emma Fisher: 

Sold them off. 

Paul Rickard: 

Were out the first day, and then they sold them off days two, three and forwards. It seemed like it 
almost was the reverse. So in March, the markets sort of digested and got back and said, "Okay." Really, 
it worked out who was who, and we saw that more in March than perhaps in February. 

Emma Fisher: 

Look, I think it's difficult to pick the eyes out of movements on a very short term basis, but broadly what 
I think we was this absolute euphoria rally over the last... well, coming up to 12 months now, where you 
could have bought anything in March last year and you would have made a considerable amount of 
money. And so markets were really anticipating the economic recovery that we're now seeing being 
delivered in the numbers, but clearly they'd run ahead of themselves. 

Emma Fisher: 

So it's quite funny as you say, that I say in February I saw some of the strongest numbers I've ever seen 
come out of companies in terms of their earnings upgrades we've put through, but the market's sort of 
shrugged it off. And I think for a lot of sectors what's happening is, markets are really grappling with 
whether or not to capitalise the earnings that we're seeing coming through. So a lot of the cost control, 
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a big sort of free gift to all companies, has been lower travel expense, and so the market's saying, "Well, 
we can't capitalise that into perpetuity, because that cost line is definitely going to come back in." 

Emma Fisher: 

If you look at a sector like the retailers, they've been big beneficiaries of lockdown, and of the fact that 
Australians spend $65 billion a year overseas. And what- 

Paul Rickard: 

We spend more overseas than- 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. So we're literally exporting Aussie dollars overseas in terms of tourism. And the money that we 
do bring in, which is 45 billion a year when our borders are open, that money really goes selectively to a 
few spots, to tourism, international student businesses, things like that. It's not really sort of sprayed 
across the whole economy. So when you have $65 billion trapped within your economy and your 
borders are shut, that translates to close to 20% of annual retail sales. 

Emma Fisher: 

So we've seen a portion of that money get saved, and you can see that in deposit growth with the banks, 
we've seen a portion of that get spent and you can see that in all the results of the retailers over the last 
12 months. Now, what the market's doing right now is saying, "Well, what multiple do we put these 
earnings on? We aren't sure how these retailers and beneficiaries of this COVID spend, how they're 
going to comp that this year, whether or not they're going to be able to post positive growth in a more 
normalised spending environment." 

Emma Fisher: 

And just grappling with this question of when we've got borders open, will we go back to our old... and 
we've got a broader decision making set of what to spend our money on, yes, let's go buy a new TV but 
we could also go take a $10,000 or $20,000 holiday to Europe. That decision set, there's going to be a lot 
of reshuffling of the spend categories, and there'll be some winners and losers out of that. 
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Paul Rickard: 

Let's move onto the sectors... We have moved onto the sectors, sorry. And the that really draws home 
your earlier comment. We can see that year-to-date financials are the best sector up 12.2%, also almost 
topped the performance again in March up 4.3%. That's largely the major banks and Macquarie. Against 
that we've got IT down 11.3%, and resources have been doing well, not so brilliantly in March, but still 
up 3% year-to-date. 

Paul Rickard: 

So I guess that's what's dragging the top part of the market up, isn't it? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, definitely. And I think those categories that you've called out that have had a really strong start to 
the year, there's a lot of commentary in the market at the moment about this value versus growth to 
make, and growth is clearly the IT sector is coming back now, that usually falls into the growth cap. 
Banks and miners usually fall into the value cap. I think a lot of this commentary is focused maybe on the 
wrong thing. 

Emma Fisher: 

There's a lot of noise around growth and value, but ultimately most investors I know, well every investor 
I know, is trying to find an undervalued business. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. 

Emma Fisher: 
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No-ones out there trying... I try to overpay for businesses. Everyone's trying to do the same thing, they 
just have different approaches to doing that. And I think what's happening right now is, actually, it's 
about discount rates. So value investors tend to have... Banks and miners for example, tend to have 
pretty wide discount rates embedded in their valuations already, so when bond yields are rising, which 
is really the dynamic that's changed this year versus last year. Last year you had bond yields falling 
globally as central banks pumped money into the system, this year with the economies recovering 
globally, bond yields are now starting to rise. 

Emma Fisher: 

And what that means is that, the discount rates that were embedded in valuations, people are now 
asking some questions about that. So this effects "growth stocks" more than value stocks, because they 
have a narrow discount rate embedded in their valuations. Really, growth investors are saying that 
they're comfortable with valuing future growth, they're comfortable in owning businesses where a lot of 
the growth is really in the tail. It's 10, 20 years into the future. And value investors have always said, 
"No, we like to value near term cashflows, we like the certainty, and we use big discount rates." 

Emma Fisher: 

So in a market where discount rates are widening with bond yields, that favors businesses and 
investments that already have that factored into their share prices. So that's really what's driving a lot of 
these value categories. 

Paul Rickard: 

And healthcare has sort of got caught up in that, is that just because it's been priced at higher multiples? 
And so I guess, in the case of typically the Australian healthcare sector, which is very different from the 
U.S., but where you have companies that are very, like the CSLs, and the Resmeds, and the Cochlears, 
they just look at one very small part of the health market, but they have been trading on pretty high 
multiples and arguably growing sales at 10 to 12%, even higher, compounds. 

Paul Rickard: 

So they sort of get caught up in the growth sort of labels, is that right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Absolutely. Yes, yeah. Well, healthcare falls in for these global healthcare stocks. You've got to be 
careful with the healthcare sector, because there are a lot of local service providers like Healius, or 
Ramsey, that are a little bit different. But the global medical device, as you say CSL, these global 
companies, they fall into that category of stocks where a lot of their value, the bulk of their value, lies in 
that long term terminal value. 

Emma Fisher: 

So when you increase your discount rate, that brings down that long term value, because in a world 
where you can actually start to get a risk-free return from just sticking your money in cash, the relative 
attractiveness of going further out the risk curve and looking for longer and longer date of returns, it 
becomes less attractive. So healthcare is just swept up in this, if the bulk of your valuation lies in the 
future, you're now applying a higher discount rate to that and it's bringing down valuations. But I think 
there's some opportunities emerging in the space. 
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Paul Rickard: 

Okay. Finally, just before we go onto talk about... get to your questions, just sort of a big picture outlook 
for the market, and where you think the better parts of the market are going to be for investors going 
forward. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. So the market... the future is quite confusing at the moment, because you'd say, we had a 
recession last year so you want to say we're early cycle. Economies globally are recovering, and all the 
economic data would suggest we're early cycle. And that early cycle is a fantastic time to invest, because 
you can see a multi demand recovery typically. And what makes this particular early cycle thesis really 
attractive, is the fact that Australian households and corporates, have fantastic balance sheets. So 
demand story should come back pretty quick, and it could be a multiyear story. 

Emma Fisher: 

But what muddies the picture, is that last year downturn wasn't a normal downturn. It was very short, 
very sharp, and you didn't get to see that the forces of creative destruction that you typically see at the 
end of a cycle. That can be a really good, healthy thing for the economy. You see weaker- 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. It's one of the arguments about why JobKeeper needed to end, because you actually needed to 
see... Well, I won't say business failures, but you needed to see the cream rise a little bit, and the 
bottom then fall out a bit. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yes, absolutely. What you need to see, is businesses wear the results of their capitalising decision. So if 
you've made poor decisions in the past in a downturn, you reap what you sow. And if you've made good 
decisions in the past in a downturn, it can be great for you if you're the number one player, because it 
can really take out a lot of your competition, or leave your competition really weakened. And then 
emerging from that, you're in a really good position. 

Emma Fisher: 

So we actually haven't seen that full cycle play out, so I don't actually know if we're early cycle, late 
cycle. Valuations are the other piece that's a little bit tricky. Normally early cycle you'd get this great 
price-to-earnings multiple rerate, because nobody wants to invest in stocks and then they all pile in, and 
everything rallies. Right now, valuations look on the fuller side of fair. Relative to interest rates they look 
okay, but relative to history they look pretty expensive. 

Emma Fisher: 

So there's a lot of kind of mixed signals about whether we're early or late cycle. I'm pretty optimistic. I 
think barring, and this is a big bar, because you never know what's around the corner as last year has 
taught us, but barring any sort of unforeseen exogenous shock, I just keep going back to the health of 
the Australian consumer. JobKeeper notwithstanding, unemployment's nearly back to pre-COVID levels, 
and you're seeing it in the property market. That's a really good barometer on how people are feeling 
about the economy, if they're willing to go out and buy a 30-year asset. 
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Emma Fisher: 

So house prices are rising, people increasingly they've got jobs again, there's a lot of money trapped in 
the economy as a result of not being able to travel. So I think it looks pretty attractive. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah, I agree, and that's one thing I note, all the consumer... looking at this chart, the consumer sectors 
are doing a lot better. But I think the economy's going gangbusters. Sure, there's areas of pain- 

Emma Fisher: 

Absolutely. 

Paul Rickard: 

... but in an aggregate sense. And while the Reserve Bank's interest rates are staying at .1 of a percent till 
2023, they might change their minds at some stage, but it's hard to see where the external... sort of 
barring the external shock, it's hard to see where the domestic shock is going to come from. 

Emma Fisher: 

Absolutely. And so from that perspective, the market looks very attractive. The dividend yield of the 
market is 4% verse nothing if you're sticking your money in cash increasingly, so I think that remains 
supportive for equity markets. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. Let's go to some questions. So we'll start with some that already have come in. A couple of 
questions, one from Sarah and one from Melissa about AGL. So Sarah says, "Has AGL reached it's 
bottom, is this a good time to buy?" And Melissa has asked your thoughts on AGL. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. So AGL, look, I think what's difficult for AGL, is the fact that high electricity prices aren't good for 
anybody in the economy, except for AGL and its competitors. And so what happens... So if you go back 
to 2017 when we had this electricity price rise and coal assets came out of the system, it was great for 
the stocks, it was great for AGL and Origin stock share prices, but you had a government policy all aimed 
at getting electricity prices down, you had government subsidising investment in renewables and to 
getting electricity prices down. And so that's all now played out. That's playing out. 

Emma Fisher: 

So renewables are coming in, they're crushing electricity prices. When the- 

Paul Rickard: 

So much so that people are now saying that people will not get paid for excess solar. 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. 

Paul Rickard: 
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And of course, that's coming... that solar goes into the grid at the time when AGL would normally be 
getting peak prices for its base load power, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly, exactly. So what this is doing, and... So AGL would be a buy, if the system would allow coal 
assets to come out and prices to rise, but because of the new government rule that means that the 
wholesalers have to give three years notice if they're planning on closing a coal plant, the fact that 
they're not giving that notice today means that it's at least three years before you're going to have that 
impact. 

Emma Fisher: 

So on a two to three-year view, I just... They've done the right thing with the spinoff. 

Paul Rickard: 

Is that a positive though? I mean, the market bought it up ahead of it, and then maybe it reassessed and 
said, "Well, who's going to want to own the old co, effectively?" And even the new co, it's just a retail 
business with a bit of... a few renewables thrown in. Is it really- 

Emma Fisher: 

Well, what I think it does is, it gives potentially, a marginal buyer to Newco, because there are a lot of 
investors that simply cannot invest in AGL with these large coal assets. So maybe it directs a higher cost 
to capital with the coal assets, and a lower cost to capital with the other business. So at the very least, 
it's not value destructive. It could only be a neutral or a slightly good thing. 

Emma Fisher: 

But ultimately, I think on a two to three-year view, I think it's pretty challenged. If I had to own one in 
the space, it would be Origin, because Origin you kind of get the upside if electricity prices do increase, 
and it's worn all the pain on the way down. But half of its business is, APLNG, it's just a dividend stream. 
So its generating phenomenal cash flows, that will be coming back to shareholders in the form of 
dividends, and maybe some buy-backs. So if I had to own one of the two, it would be Origin any day. 

Paul Rickard: 

But bottom line, despite the price coming off, it's just not on your radar because it's- 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, it's not, it's terrible. I think one of the best things you've got as a personal investor in your arsenal, 
is the too hard basket. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. 

Emma Fisher: 

Sometimes you have to put stocks in the too hard basket, and this would be one. 

Paul Rickard: 
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Okay, all right. Let's move it to the other side and talk about materials. We've got a lot of questions from 
Fortescue. A couple of years ago people didn't want to know anything about Fortescue, it has come off a 
long way in this last month as iron ore prices have just come back a touch. Putting a lot of effort into in 
10 or 20 years being a very different company, but it's stuck with iron ore for the next 10 years. Where's 
Fortescue on your portfolio and views of Fortescue? Is it just the stock to play because of iron ore, or is 
that- 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, I think it's pretty challenging to construct a strong buy thesis for Fortescue right now. I think there 
are alternative ways to play a potential not recovering iron ore, but iron ore prices beating expectations. 
Out of Fortescue, BHP, Rio and Mineral Resources, out of the four of them, Mineral Resources would be 
the one that I would own. And the reason for that is, Fortescue is really a play on iron ore prices only, 
whereas Mineral Resources are expanding iron ore production. 

Paul Rickard: 

MNI, I think, yeah. 

Emma Fisher: 

MIN. 

Paul Rickard: 

MIN, what, does that look at Mineral Resources as well. Sorry- 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, no, no, no, that's okay. So Mineral Resources are expanding iron ore production, which means 
that in two to three years, even if the iron ore price is lower, they're going to have grown their volumes 
in iron ore by 60-plus percent. So they can actually maintain earnings in a lower iron ore price 
environment, and couple that with the fact it's not a one-trick-pony. Half of its earnings are in mining 
services which don't have anything to do with the iron ore price. And right now they're also making 
nothing out of lithium today, whereas they've built the asset. 

Emma Fisher: 

So in two to three years as the lithium price continues to rise, that's going to be a big chunk of earnings 
too. So it's just a bit of a more diversified play. With respect to the majors, so BHP and Rio, I prefer BHP 
because again, it's a bit more diversified. The copper will be about 25% BHP's mix, and I think the 
outlook for copper from a supply-demand perspective, looks very favourable particularly when you 
compare it to iron ore, which has really kind of done its dash in terms of pricing. 

Emma Fisher: 

I mean, the other issue I guess with Fortescue is, the grade. So Fortescue is a lower grade iron ore, and 
when the price is high typically they'll earn about a 15 or 20% discount to high grade iron ore. And 
what's happened over the last 12 months, is that discount's come into basically zero. So it's now starting 
to widen again, so you could see a scenario where not only is the iron ore price falling- 

Paul Rickard: 
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So that widening just happened the last month or two, has it? 

Emma Fisher: 

It has, yes. 

Paul Rickard: 

And that's perhaps why Fortescue's probably come up a little more than, maybe not from Rio, but- 

Emma Fisher: 

Totally, it has come off more than say BHP- 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. 

Emma Fisher: 

... because it's a lower grade iron ore. So when this discount goes back to a more normalized 15-or-so 
percent, you could have a falling iron ore price environment, and an even more drastic fall- 

Paul Rickard: 

And it wasn't that long ago when people wouldn't touch Fortescue because of that discount. That was 
only a couple of years ago. 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. So that's Fortescue, let's move on to... Let's just do one other request hot stocks. Lynas, we get 
lots of questions about Lynas. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah look, Lynas has been a phenomenal performer, and I would say it's probably done its dash in terms 
of near term performance. But if I own that in my own personal portfolio, which I don't, I wish I did, I'd 
keep that one bottom drawer stock. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. So that question was from Carol, "Should I increase or sell my holdings in Lynas," and also from 
Steven, "Time to buy?" I mean, I think Lynas is a bit of a sort of a 50/50 stock throw a coin. You don't get 
too many charts like that. I mean, obviously it's partly driven by the contract with the U.S. and a couple 
of other reasons, and all the whole trend around what's going on with EV and all the rest of the stuff, 
and settling some issues with the Malaysian government. But whether it becomes a $12.00 or goes back 
to a $4.00 stock, I don't know, I just couldn't say. 

Emma Fisher: 
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No, I agree. And I think to answer Steven's question, time to buy, I'd say no. But if I owned it, time to 
sell, I'm not sure. I think clearly the dynamic that's at play here, is a desire to create ex-China supply 
chains in rare earths, and I think it's just going to be something that you see across the market as well. 
It's going to happen in the lithium space as well, so there are going to be opportunities here where 
countries are going to basically subsidise investment to build a supply chain outside China. 

Emma Fisher: 

So Lynas are beneficiaries of that. If you could run a strategy where you take some profits and leave 
some on the table, yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay, let's go the buy now pay later stocks, Afterpay and Zip. Just an overall view on the buy now pay 
later sector. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah sure. Look, if I... So any discussion of buy now pay later has to acknowledge that Afterpay is the 
great success story of the last decade in the Australian market. We haven't owned it in our portfolio, it 
doesn't screen well under our process, which really puts a lot of value on cashflows, businesses that can 
self-fund their operations. The challenge for Afterpay and the whole space is... So you hear a lot about 
the valuation here and how expensive it is, and people want to put in this bucket of tech stocks, and the 
reason that tech companies trade on very high valuations is, if they're successful, they've got a highly 
scalable product that you don't need to spend much more on. 

Emma Fisher: 

And so all the cashflow that you generate from tackling your addressable market, that cash comes back 
to you as a shareholder. So it's a really powerful wealth creator, and that's why they always trade on 
really high multiples. 

Emma Fisher: 

They buy now pay later space, is a financial business. It's got the economics of a financial business. It's 
not going to make 100% return on invested capital, it's only going to make... it'll probably make 20% 
return on invested capital. It doesn't deserve the tech-style multiples that are being put on the space 
across the board, that's been our problem with it. It's a very... Growth is very... There's a lot of focus on 
the revenue growth, and not much talk about the fact that revenue growth in this industry is incredibly 
working capital intensive. And you see that- 

Paul Rickard: 

By those you mean, you've got to fund these things, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

You've got to fund it. 

Paul Rickard: 

You've got to keep borrowing money to- 
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Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. 

Paul Rickard: 

Grow the balance sheet all the time, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Borrowing money, tapping the market. So you see this... So the problem with businesses, I think, that 
don't fund their own operations, if you open up Afterpay's annual report and all the story, the stock's up 
tenfold, sales have doubled, go and have a look at their cashflow statement. The operating cashflow loss 
of the business has doubled. They were losing $150 million last year, now they're losing $300 million, 
because the worth... the capital intensity, it's just... Growth is just so capital hungry. 

Emma Fisher: 

Now someone has to fund that, and it's the shareholders. So if you go... The problem is, as we saw last 
year, the equity market window to raise capital was not always open, every now and then it closes. Last 
year was not a typical draw down, most draw downs are not 22 days, they're months or years. The GFC, 
you couldn't raise capital for two years. If that had... This is why Afterpay was $9.00, because everyone 
knows that that capital hungry business will need to raise capital basically every year, and the view at 
the time was, if this was anything like a normal draw down, that they would at the very least have to do 
very diluted equity raise. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. So at $100.00, it seems like it might be a bit of work. Do you think that we're probably due for a 
bit of a short term bounce in Afterpay? It seems to me- 

Emma Fisher: 

Potentially, potentially. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. As someone who's been horribly wrong on this sector, I decided that $70 Afterpay was a 
screaming sell. I've watched it go from $70 to $150 and been wrong. 

Emma Fisher: 

It could still be. 

Paul Rickard: 

But I keep warning to people, that apart from the issue around, as you say about working capital, this is 
a margin business where currently merchants are paying somewhere between 4% and 6%. So if you 
spend $100.00 with a merchant buying goods through Afterpay, the merchant only gets to keep 
somewhere between $94 and $96. They're incredibly vulnerable as more and more competition comes 
into that market. 

Emma Fisher: 
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Yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

What happens in every other market is, those margins get crunched. 

Emma Fisher: 

Absolutely. 

Paul Rickard: 

And so that's where I've always had a concern about the sector. 

Emma Fisher: 

I agree. 

Paul Rickard: 

So to their credit, Afterpay has fantastic job, right? As you say, it's probably, when you look back at great 
Australian companies, you look at Macquarie, you look at the CSL, Afterpay is probably up there, right, in 
the last 10 years? 

Emma Fisher: 

It's pioneered the category. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. 

Emma Fisher: 

My problem is that the category economics aren't what the share price tells you they are. 

Paul Rickard: 

But I just want to put the caveat, I've been so wrong in this sector- 

Emma Fisher: 

As have I. 

Paul Rickard: 

So- 

Emma Fisher: 

You're talking to two bears, so. 

Paul Rickard: 

Let's talk a little bit about Zip, anything on Zip that- 
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Emma Fisher: 

Oh. Sorry. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. Zip's in a slightly different category, but it's actually fallen harder than Afterpay by looking at that. 
But I think that the run up was probably a bit more... it's back probably more normally where it was say 
six months ago. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. I'm of the view, if you're going to own a player in the space, own the number one player. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay, which is Afterpay, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Which is Afterpay, any day of the week. Because as you say, as competition increases, I think the fee 
compression story is going to be much harder for the number two, the number three and number four 
player. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. But they certainly have a lot of brand loyalty. I mean, I was talking to, having never used buy now 
pay later, because I've got a credit card so why would I, but talking to one of our staff members the 
other day, she buys everything in Afterpay. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yes. 

Paul Rickard: 

And you hear that from people in their... younger people who are used to this now. It's just the way they 
purchase, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. Well, I mean it's not surprising they've got brand loyalty, they're offering credit for free. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. But it does... Obviously, it's also very easy and it's just quite painless, and it just staggered me.. 
She's got a debit card as well, but just to see that the- 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah look, I'm a believer in the category, I don't think it's... I think the whole millennials not wanting to 
take out credit cards and everything, I think it's a big structural shift. I just think that the share price 
offers poor risk reward for what its ultimate economics are going to look like in a mature steady state. 

Paul Rickard: 
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Okay. Those question from Jill, Sonya and Leo. Let's go to Craig. Craig, you have just suddenly gone... 
Yep, you're all right. All right, Craig, go ahead. 

Craig: 

Yeah, just your thoughts on A2 Milk, and at the current price, are you favourable, is it a buy? 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah, good question. I have a couple of others with that, so Emma? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. You know what, A2 Milk I've done a lot of work on it, and I actually don't think I've ever seen such 
a situation where my thoughts are so split on a stock. I want to say... Look, the easy answer is, on a five-
year view, it's a buy I think. But I suspect there's another downgrade coming. They had a massive 
inventory build in the first half, and they're going to have to clear that inventory because it expires. So 
that's going to be difficult for them to... The core problem right now is that, they built this business... 
Really, the Australian business is selling product from Australia into China on the back of daigous, which 
are typically international students. 

Emma Fisher: 

So now that international students can't enter Australia, that trade's sort of dried up. Now, you listen to 
that and you think, "Well, it's a one-off, it'll come back." And so we did a lot of calls around this with 
market participants in China, trying to get a hold on whether or not that's a reasonable assumption. The 
problem is that, the infant formula manufacturers in China, like the domestic Chinese brands, they 
haven't wasted this crisis. They've had the international players sitting out the market, and they have 
used the crisis to gain a lot of share. 

Emma Fisher: 

Now the problem is, once you're on a formula product and your baby tolerates it, you're unlikely to 
swap just because you can suddenly get the old product you were on, and these domestic... A2 Milk 
have built their business over the last few years, on taking share primarily from the domestic players, 
because there was this view in China that you couldn't trust domestic infant formula and that was based 
on the fact that they used to be... There was this big tragic sort of babies being poisoned by domestic 
infant formula a few years ago. 

Emma Fisher: 

Now that's really changed, because the Chinese government is trying to promote Chinese mothers using 
Chinese formula. They have cut a lot of the players out of the industry, they've forced them all to 
regulate, they've forced consolidation so now you've got a domestic market that's taking share, it's in 
the hands of a few really sophisticated, very well-capitalised players, and they're spending hundreds of 
millions of dollars on marketing. And you look at the marketing budget of A2 Milk, and it's tiny 
compared to these guys. 

Emma Fisher: 

So I'm of the view that the long term profitability of this business will come down. They're not going to 
be able to enjoy it. They used to make 30%-plus margins, and I think when they're back in China with 
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those channels all normalised, I think the sales intensity of the business goes up, I think the margins will 
come down, which ultimately means it's probably not as cheap as it appears. People are saying it's 
cheap because they're going back two years and saying, it looks like it's on, I don't know, 15 or 16 times 
2019 earnings, but the question is, can they get back there? Were they over-earning before? And in a 
new more competitive environment, are they going to face margin pressure? 

Paul Rickard: 

So that's a no from you. There's also a question here from Steve on the same thing. I've been thinking 
that A2 Milk must be... I haven't done the research that you've done, but let me make a couple of 
observations. One I guess the negative is that, there's concerns I think about the governance, because 
the company's had three downgrades. Looking to look like they're all pretty optimistic, and then it's only 
a matter of weeks or two after they come with an announcement that the next downgrade comes, 
which tells you, are these guys looking through things through- 

Emma Fisher: 

And they all sold shares. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah, and they all sold shares. So there are some issues around governance of the company I think that's 
a negative. The positive though, and I hear what you're saying is, they have done well in the mother and 
baby store category in China, and they keep on getting the penetration of that. And I wonder whether, 
and I've said to a few people, with that brand name there's got to be some intrinsic value, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Absolutely. 

Paul Rickard: 

And it's a bit like TWE, it's almost like- 

Emma Fisher: 

Absolutely. 

Paul Rickard: 

... sales could go stop, and someone still say there's a business there, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

I don't know whether... what that price- 

Emma Fisher: 

I agree. 
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Paul Rickard: 

... is, that's the question, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

I suspect it's a good takeover candidate, which is why I think on a five-year view, I think it's a buy on a 
five-year view. 

Paul Rickard: 

But not on an immediate view though, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, I- 

Paul Rickard: 

So if you're going to hold it, someone might look at this and there'd be a price where it could get taken 
over- 

Emma Fisher: 

Probably, bottom drawer. 

Paul Rickard: 

... but be very patient, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Bottom draw, there could be more bad news. It could get cheaper, that sort of mentality I think it's 
probably a longer term buy, but for now I really can't get a read on if it's bottomed. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. That's been one that's concerning me, so there are short positions building in the stock, so we 
should look at the short positions which give you something... Certainly a lot of people think there's 
more pain to come, and I just worry whether the company's just... it's rose-tinted glasses all the time, 
you know? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, I think there's an element of that. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. Anyhow, if it isn't and they come up and they surprise us, it'll just take off. That's what- 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, what's rare about this company is, it's sitting on a mountain of cash, it doesn't pay dividends so it's 
got nothing to cut and disappoint on, and the economics of it in a normal year are phenomenal. So- 

Paul Rickard: 
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Yeah, and it's the leading market brand right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. And so I guess with Bellamy's and that being taken over, you'd say that there'd be corporate 
interest in a business like this. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. All right, that's A2 Milk. All right, let's go onto to a couple of other questions. Can I just get.... 
Sorry, we're just going to go to CSL for Martin. 

Emma Fisher: 

Sure. 

Paul Rickard: 

Prospects for CSL over the next six months? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah look, I would use this six-month period... From a short term perspective, the... So the issue for 
them, is basically that their collection center network is in the U.S., and it's in the U.S. because the U.S. is 
the only market where you can pay plasma donors. And the type of people that get paid to donate 
plasma regularly, are the type of people who are about to get a big... well, probably just received a big 
stimulus check and are now on improved unemployment benefits for the remainder of the year. 

Emma Fisher: 

So not only last year did they not want to venture to a plasma collection center for pandemic reasons, 
now they don't want to do it because they don't need the money. So what this means is, the industry is 
going into short supply. So the next six months look pretty challenging for the entire industry. I've 
always been a fan of buying good businesses on a hiccup, it's even better when the hiccup's not their 
fault, and global pandemic is not CSLs fault. So I would look at this as a great buying opportunity to buy a 
company with probably the best track record in Australia, on a short term hiccup. 

Emma Fisher: 

So I think it's a buy. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. All right, a question on AMP. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

Not on your radar I guess? 

Emma Fisher: 
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No, no, it's not. And I think it goes to what I was saying earlier about the too hard basket. I think AMP 
belongs in the too hard basket for most investors. 

Paul Rickard: 

I mean, I've written about AMP a couple of times. The breakup, it will eventually all be broken up. They 
had their opportunity a couple of years ago to do something radical, they didn't, and so now they're in 
eternal decline, and I guess it'll get broken up. But unfortunately, the longer it takes the value's eroding 
there because the funds outflow is picking up. 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. 

Paul Rickard: 

But I think if you buy it and are patient, you'll get your money back, but don't expect anyone to- 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. We've turned it up and down and looked at it from sum of the parts breakup value many times, 
and I've always come to the same conclusion, which is yeah, there's upside, but is it enough to weigh 
into the mire with the stock? At the time, when it was $1.60, we thought it was worth two bucks, I don't 
know at a $1.30 with a value destruction, it's probably worth $1.60. Is it enough? Probably not. 

Paul Rickard: 

That's the problem, there has been value destruction over the last six to nine months through essentially 
inaction, and I don't know who's advising it, but I don't think they're doing a brilliant job, okay. 

Emma Fisher: 

No. Well, that's another warning sign of when you're in a business where your assets can walk out the 
door, what multiple do you pay for that kind of business? 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. All right, a question about Tabcorp, which has got a bit of publicity recently because I think people 
are sort of feeling this breakup value, and the suggestions that investment bankers doing a bit of work. 
What are your views on Tabcorp and demerger, and sort of, well I won't say quite some of the parts, but 
at least two parts essentially? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. So we own Tabcorp in our fund, I think it's probably a hold at $4.70, but maybe close to a buy. But 
longer term we think it's worth more. Ultimately, the valuation's underpinned by the lotteries business, 
and we think lotteries is one of the better businesses in Australia. It's a monopoly asset. If you spin off 
that business, or somebody buys wagering and media, that would our preferred outcome. Obviously, it's 
a bit cleaner if somebody just buys it. 

Emma Fisher: 
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You get a standalone lotteries business, and that's going to trade on a much higher multiple. It generates 
very high return, it could be owned by investors that have a very low cost to capital and just want the 
long term certainty of earnings that these sorts of businesses provide. 

Emma Fisher: 

The problem today is, pension funds and other investors that have this low cost to capital, they don't 
want exposure to the wagering business. It's in structural decline. So they need to sell that business, 
because it's worth more in somebody else's hands. The good thing about the story is that, from press 
reports there are at least three potential suitors. 

Paul Rickard: 

And the wagering business is actually the people betting on the races and stuff, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. So there's a lot... When you think Tabcorp, you think wagering. It's actually only 30% of their 
earnings. The bulk of their earnings is lotteries, which is from the merger with Tatts. So- 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah, and that's OzLotto, all those sorts of things? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yes. They are the monopoly. Every time you buy a lottery ticket in Australia, that is Tabcorp. They're the 
monopoly provider of... They own the monopoly state-by-state licenses for lotteries. So lotteries is a 
great business, and it's been driven over the last decade by the shift to buying lottery tickets online, 
which is great for them because they don't have to pay the newsagent a commission. And people that 
buy lottery tickets online, they're stickier and they tend to spend more because they don't have the 
friction cost of having to walk down to the newsagent to buy a ticket. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. Let's move on, a question on IAG from Richard. Some people have been out of favour of IAG at the 
moment, and it's just doing a little bit tough. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. Look, at $4.75 it's close to a buy, but I think broader... looking out with Suncorp and IAG, it's a 
little bit like AGL, they're pretty- 

Paul Rickard: 

You don't need to, yeah? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, pretty uncompelling investment cases. They've got a pretty poor history of creating value through 
the cycle. For the major insurers, they've just had the challenger brands eating their lunch, and they've 
just been sitting market share year after year. And then I think you've got to ask yourself a question, 
when you step longer term, the transition risks of climate change, it feels like every year we get a one in 
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a hundred climate event. And politics aside, that's very bad for the insurers. So I mean, ultimately, are 
they structurally under-provisioned for increasing climate risk? That may be the case. 

Emma Fisher: 

And so they may look cheap, but are they really cheap when you look out five, 10 years? I'm not so sure. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. Let's go to another question from... We'll go to Craig again, different Craig. 

Craig: 

Yeah, just your thoughts on Bravura? 

Emma Fisher: 

Bravura. 

Paul Rickard: 

Sorry, Emma? 

Emma Fisher: 

Oh. If you want to jump in- 

Paul Rickard: 

No, no, no, no. 

Emma Fisher: 

It's not one that I've looked at in any detail recently, it's sort of one of the smaller companies in the 
index. So I wouldn't want to give you a preliminary view that wouldn't add any value. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah look, it's not a stock I follow super closely, I'll just give you what the analysts are saying. I think 
there's one or two that cover that stock. Let me see if that comes up. I think it looks covered by two of 
the analysts, Macquarie's got an outperform with a target $4.00, Ord Minnett's got a hold on target of 
$2.80. So they're both above the current price of $2.55. I find that whole sort of net platform sector, are 
somewhat a little bit overrated, over expensive. I don't quite understand the attraction, but yeah, I 
mean, I'm not sure I understand why it's come off so much in the last 12 months. 

Emma Fisher: 

It's just, it can be difficult as an external investor to get a handle on their contracts, and you only ever 
find out that they've lost a client when they announce it to the market. There's no ability... It's very 
difficult to forecast or get a sense for how happy their clients are with them, or anything like that. So 
these businesses can be a bit of a black box, but beyond that I wouldn't want to express a very strong 
opinion. 

Paul Rickard: 
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All right, okay, let's go to a question here. Alumina. I get a lot of questions about Alumina, I think there 
used to be a stock no-one ever cared about, and I always found the whole thing with the... It's just a 
company that owns shares in another company. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, exactly, like a holding company, yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

It's a holding company that owns I think, 45% of AWAC. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

I think it is. 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. Again, it's not one that I can give you a really, really strong view on. The good news for it I guess, 
is the commodity price hasn't run really hard, so I think with these cyclical mining businesses you really 
want to buy them when they're cheap, out of favour, they've got a good balance sheet. Alumina I do 
know has a good balance sheet, it's commodity price hasn't run very hard. So you could probably... 
That's a pretty good starting point for doing further work, but I wouldn't want to give you a much 
stronger view beyond that. 

Paul Rickard: 

I think if you just bring up a 10-year chart, I remember it's been about $1.80 for as long I can recall. Let's 
just prove me right or wrong on that, can you just... No, he's proved me wrong. So that's the history, but 
just go back about say five years. There really hasn't been a lot, that's a pretty narrow range for a five-
year chart. A low of about $1.50 and a high of $2.50. And I think that reflects a little bit about the 
commodities. 

Paul Rickard: 

So I used to hold the shares, and I got out because I was sick of this, it's never going to do anything. And 
it's just it went in that sort of too hard category I think. 

Paul Rickard: 

All right, so that's Alumina. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay, Nuix. We get a lot of questions about Nuix, had a fantastic IPO, came up, disappointed a touch, 
now it's trading below IPO price. I think it's a good business, but the question of valuation, is that- 

Emma Fisher: 
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Absolutely. Yeah, so we passed in the IPO, because we thought it was too expensive, and we felt like 
idiots for- 

Paul Rickard: 

The day afterwards? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, the day afterwards. 

Paul Rickard: 

This is a question from Tony by the way. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, Tony. 

Paul Rickard: 

But it got to $11.00 I think. 

Emma Fisher: 

Absolutely. It got to about- 

Paul Rickard: 

IPO at $5.39 or just under $6.00 or something, yeah. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, so it got to about 15 times EV to sales, which is a very, very high multiple. So the issue for Nuix is, 
it came out and disappointed in it's maiden result, and it's blamed some external factors for revenue 
falling short of expectations. So it's blamed a slowdown in U.S. government's spend around the election. 
The issue is, if you look at their U.S. competitors, nobody else is seeing a similar slowdown. So I'm not 
sure if the issues are actually company specific to Nuix. It's very hard to get a read on it, but basically you 
buy these businesses, these small businesses tackling massive addressable markets, if you think they're 
going to gain share. 

Emma Fisher: 

And if this business already is running into market share issues, it certainly didn't deserve 15 times EV to 
sales. The problem is, even today it's on eight or nine times EV to sales. If you look at their low growth 
peers in the space, they trade on five to six times EV to sales. So if it is company specific and they 
continue to do this point on sales, this business could halve again. 

Emma Fisher: 

So the other thing... the reason that we, when we took a look at it, that we didn't like it so much was, 
the accounts are quite aggressively stated. They do capitalise a lot of their R&D. And so when you look 
at an underlying cashflow basis, it's even more expensive. So it wasn't for us at the time of the IPO, still 
not for us today, that would be one where I would tread a bit carefully. 
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Paul Rickard: 

Okay. Two points to add to that. One of course, this was a Macquarie sell. They did keep quite a bit of 
shares, but the Macquarie capital guys are really smart operators. But they were selling out, so that 
should have made people a little more just take a deep breath a little bit. But also, I thought the 
comment that we gave a lot of readers from Tony Featherstone who's been around a long time and 
watched a lot of this stuff, he says the history of IPOs that do really well at the start and then disappoint, 
is they go right off the radar and they tend to struggle for about 12 months. 

Paul Rickard: 

And so my caution on that is, this is a company, absolutely boomed on the first couple of days, came out 
a month later or two months later with a set of results, disappointed. And you're seeing that now, it's 
struggling. 

Emma Fisher: 

Absolutely. Because people are only willing to put earnings on a high multiple if there's a degree of 
certainty, and if this company was marketing themselves a certain way and a few months later missed 
the expectations that they'd set up, something's either gone wrong, or the visibility within the business 
is not high. So the market's not going to want to put a business with low visibility on a high multiple. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. So I'd just put those cautions. Okay, we've got a question here, "Hi guys, any thoughts..." sorry. I'm 
just struggling to read this one. I'll move over. The question on property trusts, thoughts about REITs, so 
it's CLW which is the Charter Hall Long WALE REIT and CIP, which is Charter Hall, which I think is the 
Centuria Industrial Property. If you look at REITs, is it- 

Emma Fisher: 

I've looked at them at sort of cursory level. I think the Centuria guys are pretty smart, that's a 
management team I'd back. Charter Hall, yeah I think again, they're at a very good place. I like the fund 
manager so, I think that's a really good business. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. Just have a look at CIP, in today's report you'll see that Mike Gable I think has written about CIP, 
he's quite bullish on it. Actually, I didn't realise that they actually had a big run up just in the last month 
or so, from $3.00 to $3.25 or something, or $3.30. So that's added 10% in a month, which is a pretty big 
increase. 

Emma Fisher: 

That's a big move, yeah. That's a big move. I think there's office, there's industrial and retail. No-one 
structurally has wanted to own retail for a long time. Office now is facing its own challenges as people 
grapple with this question of, has working from home changed things structurally? And so industrial is 
sort of the Steven Bradbury effect, everyone wants to own industrial exposed businesses. There's not 
many pure players, Centuria Industrial REIT is one, and there could be an element of that in the recent 
share price performance. But they're good managers. 

Emma Fisher: 
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The other one is Centuria the head stock, so CNI that's another one. If you wanted to back the 
management team, Centuria Capital Group is another way to play it. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. All right, I'll just do a knock over of some questions here quickly before we come to some others. 
So there's a question here from Stewart about the best way to handle WPP, which is actually the stock 
code of the name of the company. It's a scheme of arrangements. Sell now or wait for the dividends? I 
think you'll find if you do the sums, you're actually better off waiting. It's a scheme of arrangements, it's 
going to go ahead, and of course people are only buy the shares now as they could get a little bit better. 
That will only be the reason why they're going to buy them, so no-ones going to... 

Paul Rickard: 

The best strategy for you, is probably just to sit, take the scheme of arrangements, and you'll be better 
off. It's very marginal. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay, a question here from Morton on the Milton Corporation. Is the investment worth keeping in my 
portfolio? Milton, I prefer the ETFs than most of the big major diversified LICs, simply because they're 
trading at a premium. Milton is the under-performer of the three majors, have a look at Australian 
Foundation, AFI. I threw my Milton Corporation out, I think there are better ways you can play the 
sector than that, and of course if you look at the Airlie Australian Share Fund, which is an active fund... 
We might just have a look at that- 

Emma Fisher: 

AASF. 

Paul Rickard: 

... because you now have a listed version. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yes, yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

AASF. 

Emma Fisher: 

So it's not got much- 

Paul Rickard: 

Can we get the last- 

Emma Fisher: 

So it would be up to June last year. 
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Paul Rickard: 

... three months. 

Emma Fisher: 

So the last... Yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

Six months for AASF. 

Emma Fisher: 

Six months should work. 

Paul Rickard: 

Why is not coming up, Jon? Maybe can you get year-to-date. I know the price has gone up- 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

... because I looked at this- 

Emma Fisher: 

It has gone up, yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

The figures are pretty good, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. So we've had a good year, we've had a good two years actually, and in June we'll have been 
running for three years. So the experience has been good to date. So the active ETF, which is listed on 
the stock exchange. So it's worth pointing out that, you're basically... less the spread, you're accessing 
the fund at NTA. So it's designed such that it cannot trade at a big discount. It can't trade at a discounted 
premium like a normal listed investment, like a LIC. 

Paul Rickard: 

And that's the chart of AASF. I think... Just what's the axis there Jon, it goes to a year? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, if you go to six months. Six months would probably be- 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah, there you see it's going up nicely. So that's what Emma manages. 
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Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. So it's a concentrated fund typically 25 to 30 stocks, best ideas only, Australian long only. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. Let's go back to... There's another question here about WAM Leaders, it's from Gary. It's premium 
of NTA. But I don't think any of these stocks can sustain a sustainable premium. If you look at WAM, 
you'll see that that gap is coming right down. So I get very wary when... I never understand why you 
want to pay $1.20 for something worth $1.00. 

Emma Fisher: 

Especially when they hold cash. 

Paul Rickard: 

Especially when they hold cash. 

Emma Fisher: 

You pay even more. 

Paul Rickard: 

Right? So I'd caution you on that. The premium eventually will move out... will move back in. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. So a question here now from... I'm just trying to read this one. So it's one of the, is PPK... Is that 
PPK? Okay. I'll have to come back to the PPK question in a little bit. AVITA Medical, is that something 
that you know much about, AVH. We get a lot of questions on Avita Medical. They're the skin burns 
people I think, from memory. 

Emma Fisher: 

No, I don't. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. All right. Let me just get this right, sorry. 

Emma Fisher: 

No, that's okay. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay look, we haven't had a question about the banks, so- 

Emma Fisher: 

Sure. 

Paul Rickard: 
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I know there's a couple there, so let's just talk about the banks. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. The fact that it- 

Paul Rickard: 

I guess for one thing, can the banks go higher, and which of the four, if any, are you more over-
weighted, or do you prefer? 

Emma Fisher: 

I think they've done their big dash, but I would say only in the banks here from a total shareholder 
return perspective over the next year, it looks pretty attractive you know, when you throw in the 
dividend, layer in probably a capital return. The banks have clearly provisioned for an economic scenario 
last year that's not going to play out. So what that means is, they're going to write back to their profit 
and loss statement what they'd provisioned for, so that's going to drive their earnings and drive their 
dividend profile from here. 

Emma Fisher: 

So if you take my preferred banks, the two banks that we own in our fund is CBA and NAB. We think that 
CBA is just the leading bank, it's got the leading brand. And banking's a scale game, so we want to back 
the scale player. And then NAB, we like new management, we think it's probably got a slightly easier 
path on controlling their costs than the other two majors. And the other piece of the story that we like 
for these two banks, is that the capital returns story looks the strongest for them. 

Paul Rickard: 

So CBA, they're bound to have some sort of off-market buyback this year, you expect, right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Absolutely, yes. 

Paul Rickard: 

Maybe in the second half. And NAB, you also think a capital return on the NAB, or- 

Emma Fisher: 

NAB has too much capital, surplus capital, so yes, I think that they will return it. Yeah. So the 
combination of, if you're holding them today, you're going to get for NAB, close to a 5% dividend yield, 
layer in maybe 2% capital which return, you're getting a pretty attractive total shareholder kind of mix, 
even if the share price does nothing from here. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. A question here about McPherson's from Rene I think it is, or Rennie. Don't get too many 
questions about McPherson's, I don't know what's going on in... Is that company- 

Emma Fisher: 
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Yeah. So that... No, no, no. All I know is that the news flow is that they've had a bid, a takeover bid and it 
was at a really cheapy sort of... Clearly they've had a big disappointment, a few downgrades, and 
someone's come in and sneakily offered it I think a pretty paltry 10% premium. So I wouldn't be 
surprised if... I haven't kept up with the news flow this week, but I wouldn't be surprised if that gets 
knocked back. It looked pretty opportunistic, it wasn't a very big premium for a stock that's really... 

Emma Fisher: 

If you've been in it since $3.00 and you've really worn the pain all the way down, I would've been 
reluctant as a shareholder to give it away at $1.40. So that could be in play, you could see an increase in 
the bid. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. Just talking about another company, a question here from Carla about Computershare. 

Emma Fisher: 

Look, Computershare again, it falls into the category of businesses that don't wow me. So that- 

Paul Rickard: 

It doesn't seem to get a lot of traction despite its size. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

It is a global leader in what it does. 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. But they've done a lot of acquisitions and they haven't added a huge amount of value to that. 
And their latest one is fairly chunky within this... It's a $8 billion company with a $1 billion acquisition, 
and I think it was a pretty full price. I'm of the view... You've seen a lot of M&A, I'm of the view you want 
to be a seller into this environment, not a buyer. Asset multiples are pretty elevated, so I'm pretty... I've 
always got a pretty skeptical starting point when I hear about M&A, and right now- 

Paul Rickard: 

So what is it... Given most... The partner success or failure rate in acquisitions, is about 50/50, right? So 
almost as many acquisitions fail as they succeed. 

Emma Fisher: 

Exactly. 

Paul Rickard: 

Why does the market tend to go the other way and price an acquisition up initially? 

Emma Fisher: 
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Initially, that's the key word. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. The first couple of days or so. 

Emma Fisher: 

Because you get these presentations that are written by investment bankers about the EPS accretion. 
Who cares? The question is, does the acquisition add value, add value to shareholders over the long 
term? Is it worth more than you paid for it? And for a lot of these businesses the answer is no. We look 
at everything on its own merits. I remember a few years back... So we've owned Reece, which is I don't 
know why we're talking about Reece, when we started talking about Computershare, but it's a plumbing 
wholesaler business. Its family-owned, the family owned over 60% of the shares on issue, and they've 
controlled the business since 1968. So there's one management team. 

Emma Fisher: 

They bought... So they're the number one wholesale plumbing business in Australia, they did a big 
acquisition in the U.S. They did an equity raise for it, and it was around about the time that Boral bought 
a really big U.S. business called Headwaters. So you put these two acquisitions together, we owned 
Reece, we didn't own Boral. And the difference was, we were pretty skeptical of both, because it's been 
a corporate graveyard, Australian businesses buying offshore assets. 

Emma Fisher: 

But what was different was, Reece, the family wrote a $300 million check for that acquisition. I can't 
think of one founding shareholder that have tipped in so much to buy a business. So they actually had 
skin in the game, and the acquisition has gone really well. The share price has gone from $9.00 to $17.00 
over the last three years as they've started to deliver on what they said they would. You look at Boral, 
it's been the other way. 

Paul Rickard: 

BLD, let's take a look at Boral. You don't own that in your fund? 

Emma Fisher: 

No, we don't, we've never owned Boral. In the short term it looks great, but if we zoom out to say a five-
year- 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah, it's over $8, $9. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. So at the time, about 2017 would've been when they bought Headwaters, and it was a very 
large... it was a roll up. So a roll up, a lot of acquisitions in the U.S. and then Boral came in and paid a 
premium for that. And it's sort of all unraveled. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. Just going back to Computershare, did we finalise Computershare? 
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Emma Fisher: 

So I would just say I'm skeptical of these acquisitive businesses. I don't think they're adding much value, 
so its a bit of a hold and it's not that attractive to me. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. On the analysts they've got Computershare, they've got a $15.85 as the target, 8.4% upside. Okay, 
I might just go to a question here from Lloyd. Okay Lloyd, go ahead. 

Lloyd: 

Yeah, I'm interested in your comments on the Pendal, PDL. 

Paul Rickard: 

Fund manager? 

Lloyd: 

Fund manager, yes. Fund managers generally, I'm interested in that, because I've got an involvement in 
several fund managers, including Magellan. 

Paul Rickard: 

Well, Emma probably can't comment about Magellan, but she might talk generally and also particularly 
about Pendal. 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah look, I'll talk generally about the fund managers. You know, fund managers are great businesses 
from an economic standpoint. The economics of these businesses are great, because they can grow with 
no incremental capital. So they can throw off a ton of dividends, you can be a very fast, sharp share 
points right up when they're in inflow. The problem is when they're no longer in inflow, when they're 
mature businesses or moving into outflow, that derate, it goes both ways. It can be really difficult to 
control your cost space, it can be difficult to attract the right talent, and inflows and outflows all turn 
around performance, long term performance. 

Emma Fisher: 

Pendal, I don't want to give you too distinctive a view on a business I haven't done a huge amount of 
work on. But the key things that I always look for with fund managers is, what's their long term 
performance like? I think from memory, Pendal's actually had some inflows lately as their performances 
has picked up, so that's a good sign for them. And you want to ride these fund managers when they're 
cheap, because the equity rerate when they start to get inflows and their performance turns, can be 
quite substantial. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah, I mean look, I think the two things to look at for the fund managers is, keep a very close eye on 
inflows and outflows. And you have to look at performance, because eventually if the market starts to 
feel that they're not performing, eventually you'll start to see the outflows. And conversely when they 
are performing, you'll get to see inflows. So that will affect their valuations, and you can see some of 
that over long term trends. 
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Paul Rickard: 

Just coming back to Pendal. For what it's worth, the analysts have got a target of $7.18, which is about 
10% higher than where it is currently. They're all pretty bullish looking at the screen. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay, we're going to have one final question just before we wind up. Had quite a few questions about 
Telstra. It's gone up because of mainly the divestment or the demerger. Is it just that, or do you think 
that people now are now saying is that, Telstra's got their act together and may have turned a corner? 

Emma Fisher: 

Well, I think what they've done makes sense, splitting it up. There could be some breakup value there if 
you look at the multiples being paid for assets like Vocus and some offshore mobile towers. It's pretty 
supportive of a higher valuation, more towards that $4.00 mark. I guess the other thing that's changed 
in the last week is, Teoh is stepping back from TPG. 

Paul Rickard: 

Yeah. 

Emma Fisher: 

I think the markets really liked that, because it's implying there's a view that now the mobile market will 
be more rational on pricing. Because obviously he was a very aggressive player and had very aggressive 
intentions for pricing. So I think the market's saying, "Hey, the mobile market's going to be more rational 
from here, and maybe there's some value accretion from this." 

Paul Rickard: 

So do you own Telstra? 

Emma Fisher: 

We don't, but it's starting- 

Paul Rickard: 

No, you don't, but it's on... You're looking at it? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah, it's starting to look interesting. It's had a bit of a bounce, I don't think it's... It's not going to double 
from here, but is it a little bit on the cheaper side for what could be hopefully the end... Basically, 
they've had earnings go one way, which has been down over the last decade, and they should be 
somewhere near the bottom from that. And if we've learned anything from the banks it's that, if you can 
get the bottom of earnings and the rerate, it can be pretty powerful for share price performance. 

Paul Rickard: 

And do you think management's also... Is management really on top of Telstra? I mean, one of the 
problems with Telstra has been management over the years, but- 
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Emma Fisher: 

Well, it's management, but it's also- 

Paul Rickard: 

It's a dinosaur, right? It is hard- 

Emma Fisher: 

It's also these cost control programs. It feels like there's a new one announced every year, and do we 
ever really see the cost base come down, or do we ever see the earnings go up, which is better. It's all 
well and good having costs coming up, but if your revenue keeps going backwards, then it doesn't really 
help. So I mean, I don't want to throw barbs at Andy Penn, I think he's had a pretty challenging set of 
circumstances come his way. But no, there's not been a huge amount delivered from that business. So 
it's starting to look interesting, but I think it could also just pay to be cautious with that one. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay. Well, Emma, it's been a delight having you here. Thank you for those comments, and helping so 
many of our subscribers with their questions. Emma Fisher, Emma is of course is the portfolio manager 
and head of research at Airlie Funds Management. And they're listed fund now trades under the ticker 
of AASF, that's the Airlie Australian Share Fund, I think it is? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yes, that's it. 

Paul Rickard: 

Got that right? 

Emma Fisher: 

Yeah. 

Paul Rickard: 

Okay, yeah. 

Emma Fisher: 

Thank you. 

Paul Rickard: 

Which has done pretty well, and you can probably see why. So thanks for those comments and 
answering those questions. Just a final reminder, look, we do this webinar once a month, we brought it 
forward from the Friday to the Thursday because of tomorrow being Good Friday. We'll be back next 
Thursday at midday Australian Eastern Time, with our regular Boom! Doom! Zoom! Webinar. You can 
catch us there. It could be an interesting night in the U.S. tonight, and also tomorrow being a holiday, 
but the bond market gets some figures, and we might find that the Monday performance in the U.S. 
could be interesting. 
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Paul Rickard: 

But anyhow, we'll be back on next week with all that information, so more of the Switzer Report. Have a 
great afternoon, enjoy your Easter and we'll talk to you next week. Thanks for joining us. 

 


